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. _—s WRAGG’S IMPROVED FLUTE PRECEPTOR. 
Or late years the study of the German Flute has been more attended to by gentlemen than any other instrument whatever : nor, indeed, is it to be wondered 

at, when the natural tone of that instrument is so soft and pleasing to the ear, and so easily acquired, compared with the Violin and many other instruments. 
If a person arrive at a state of mediocrity only on the German Flute, he is sure to please ; but on the Violin, and many other instruments, he must spend a | 
great deal of time, and labor very hard, or he will never gratify his hearers, nor please himself. 

In order, therefore, to acquire a knowledge of the German Flute, the first thing you ought to attend to is the placing the Flute properly to your lips; to do 
which, you must take the first joint of your instrument only, and place the embouchure, or hole thereof, to the upper part of your under lip, drawing that and 
your upper one even with each other, and extending them a little towards each ear, leaving a small aperture for the wind to pass freely into your instrument. 

The Flute being placed, and the lips formed as thus described, you should now try to acquire the intonation, or method of sounding, by inclining the 
embouchure a little inwardly or outwardly, till you can do it with’ease, which is not done by forcing too much wind into the instrument, but by moderately 
blowing into the embouchure, or hole of the Flute. When you can procure a clear sound, put the remaining parts of your instrument together, and pay 
particular attention to the following rules for the 

POSITION OF HOLDING THE FLUTE. 

As your future tone, with respect to firmness and steadiness, depends in a great measure on holding your instrument properly at your first setting out, and 
as your execution, in some measure, depends also thereon, I shall endeavor, in as plain and Jaconic a manner as | can, to lay down some general rules for 
your information, to which you must particularly attend. 

First. Your Flyte should rest nearly on the middle of the third joint of the first finger of your left hand, placing the thumb of the said hand a little 
below the first hole, on the side of your instrument, which will cause the thumb, if your instrument have the additional keys, to lie just above the A sharp, 
or B flat key. 

Secondly. The thumb of your right hand should be placed exactly under the fourth hole, with the little finger of the said hand just above the D sharp, or 
E flat key, which is the key just below the sixth hole of your instrument. 

Thirdly. ‘The instrument being thus held, you should endeavor to sustain it, when placed to your lips, as steadily as possible, with every finger off, at a 
small distance, from the holes, (this position often occurring,) and in a parallel direction with your instrument, the first finger of your left hand being a little 
curved, the second more so, and the third finger lying nearly straight, the first and second fingers of your right hand not quite so much as those of the left, and 
the third finger of this hand also nearly straight, holding the Flute at the same time in a horizontal direction; when you can do this, you should endeavor to 
produce a free tone, which, when acquired, will produce C sharp, or the seventh note of the following scale or gamut. 

Fourthly. You may now proceed by putting down the first finger of your left hand, and trying to sound that note, which is B natural, and the sixth of the 
following scale ; then put down the second finger of the same hand, which will produce A natural, or the Fifth of the scale; lastly, put down the third finger 
of the aforesaid hand, which will produce G natural, or the fourth note of the scale. 

Fifthly. When you have accomplished the foregoing, proceed with the three remaining fingers of the right hand as follows, viz. : Put the first finger of 
that hand down, pressing at the same time the D sharp key with your little finger, which key is just below the sixth hole of your instrument, and which note, 
when sounded, will produce F sharp, or third of the scale. 

Sixthly. Put down the second finger of your right hand, which will produce E. natural, or the second of the scale; but care must be taken that you do 
not force too much wind into your instrument for this note; if you do, it will be too sharp. 

Seventhly, and lastly. You may now proceed by putting down the third finger of your right hand, which will produce D natural, or first of the scale. 
And here great care should be taken to bring out this note in as full round tone as you possibly can ; but as this is not so easily accomplished by every one, 

I think it would not be amiss, before we proceed further, to make a few observations relative thereto. If, therefore, you should find great difficulty in bringing 
out this last note, you may attribute it to one or more of the three following causes : — 

First. If too much wind is forced into the instrument at this early period, you may bring out a tone too acute, and nearly approaching in sound the second 
or middle D of the following scale or gamut. ‘ 

Secondly. If the lips are too much contracted, the same effect, most probably, will be produced. 
Thirdly. If you be not careful in stopping every hole closely, you will not be able to bring out the said note at all; and you will find you are only wasting 

_ your time, without attaining the end proposed. 
Now, in order to guard against these three evils, you must take care that your fingers are placed firmly on the holes, suffering no air to pass into or out of 

any of them; then you should endeavor to inject the wind (your lips at this time not being much contracted) gradually into the embouchure, when you will 
find, (if these rules are strictly attended to,) after a little practice, that you will be able to bring out the said note D natural, which at first may, perhaps, be 
brought out too weakly; in order to remedy which, you must force the wind a little more strongly into your Flute ; but this must be done very sparingly and 
by slow degrees till you can produce a full tone. When you have made this progress, and can tongue each note distinctly, which is done by pronouncing the 
syllable too in the Flute, you may then proceed to the following gamuts. 

But before I take my leave of the student, previous to his entering on the gamut, I earnestly entreat him to pay particular attention to the following short 
remarks; which are, to endeavor to preserve a uniformity of sound, by holding the Flute as steadily as possible when placed to his lips; as the least 
unsteadiness of the hands will produce, while playing, a different pitch of the notes, and he will find that they will be sometimes too flat, and sometimes too 
sharp, according as the embouchure or hole of the Flute is inclined inwardly or outwardly. He should also be particularly careful in keeping his fingers 
exactly over their respective holes, not suffering them to be lifted too highly, in order that they may stop the more readily, and prevent any motion of the Elute 
while placed to the lips, which would be the case if rules were not attended to. 

And now, having said as muchas | think necessary, I will, for the present, take my leave of the pupil, by wishing him, with all my heart, speedily safe 
through the following gamut. (1) 



2 WRAGG’S FLUTE INSTRUCTOR. 

f Music is written on a Stave of five lines, and their intermediate spaces ; but when the Notes ascend above those fiye lines, or descend below them, other 
lines are made use of, called Leger lines, which may be seen in the following gamut. There are three Clefs made use of in Music, viz., Treble, Tenor, 
and Bass; the first of which is used for the German Flute, and is always placed at the beginning of an Air, or piece of Music for that instrument, on the 
second line G, and is written thus & which may be seen below. 

FIRST GAMUT TO BE STUDIED, IN MAJOR OF D. is a3 Leger Lines. 
- xe | @o T@- 77 LINES. SPACES. 7—~ 

9 -#TREBEE OPER pt} oe jg ye 
San See ee ee eile ee ee a a a ; 

DIE|/F#Gl|alBlcDIE|F#AGclals | ceupp Finis. Sharpat Nemo r 
A) Q) FP) a) 2) 2/0) Oo) a) a] 2) a] 2) | O | p-pp yee 

LeftHand. 2/2] 2/2/2/0|0/2/2|2/2|2/0|2| 2] Ap,? bt ee 
2/3/3/3\|0/0/0/3/8)\3/s/0\e] 4] 2) 0 
A| 4|4/ 0| 0| 0] @| 4/4|4| 6| 0| 6| 4| 6 

Right Hand. 3/| 5| @|] O| O| ©| O| 5] 5| O| O|] ©] Oo] O| @ See the use of these 
G/ @!| @!| @!1e6] o 3 | G|@| 0] @/] Oo] 6] o| @ _ Characters in Page 6. 

D# Key. |X |.@| @| | ®©| ®|x| X| 6[ | O| O| 6| 6 ‘ 

In the first place, in order to save yourself a great deal of trouble, consider your Flute (whether a‘one,a four, or a six keyed instrument) as having only 
one key and proceed according to the following directions. The six figures in the above Scale represent the six holes of your Flute ; the ciphers those 
which are to remain open; and wherever a figure occurs, that hole must be stopped, to sound the Note required. Were it required to sound the third Note 
in the above Scale, which is F¥, you must stop the first, second, third, and fourth holes, pressing at the same time the D# key with your little finger, and so 
ou as per Scale for the rest. When you have got beyond the second D, your lips must be more contracted, in order that your breath may pass with more 
velocity into your instrument, to produce the upper and more acute tones. 

% 

N.B. 1. The Notes from G to C are called in Alt, to distinguish them from those below; and those above C in Alt (which you meet with in this and the 
following Seales) are called double 1), double E, &e. : A 

2. This mark x denotes the key down; this @ denotes it to be up. 

LESSON I. 
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WRAGG’S FLUTE INSTRUCTOR. 
ASCENDING BY THIRDS. LESSON III. 
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LESSON IV. DESCENDING BY THIRDS. 
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In order to improve the Pupil in his tone, I have made use of Semibreves, (which are the longest Notes in modern Music,) in the two following Lessons, 
and would recommend him to sustain each Note while he can moderately count four. 

LESSON V. ASCENDING BY OCTAVES. Count 1, 2, 3, 4. 

-O- eee 

DESCENDING BY OCTAVES. LESSON VI. 
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Left. 

D# Key. ® 
ying the above, may proceed to page 6, paying gréat attention to the Table on page 7, which must be got by heart. 
he above, may be fingered either with or without the Key. 

The Pupil after well stud 
N. B. The lower C# in t 



4 WRAGG’S FLUTE INSTRUCTOR. 

SCALE OF NOTES AFFECTED BY THE ADDITIONAL KEYS. 

as a el St ete ee Se 
oem xe DS | a ae ina lamar aa 

LEFT HAND. cb c#D b EH FH Bee b Se b EHEH 

2 2 2 2 2 i; 

A# AND Bh OR THUMB KEY. ’°. . °. . or a 

G# AND Ab, OR LITTLE FINGER. 2 2 ) D 2 ae 

RIGHT HAND. 4 e é e Si aie 

E# AND F#, OR THIRD FINGER. ° ® re) 2 2 
6 6 0) 0) 0) 

D# OR Eb KEY. e |e Oi Berges ee 

C# OR Dp KEY. a. OS Ti ane ae as O > ae 
C4 KEY. ® re) D D re) 

N. B. If you play ona four keyed Flute, you must take no notice of the two bottom keys in the above Scale ; and the first Note affected by the additional 
Keys will then be E# or F4, which you will find in the third Column; and for the last Note in this Scale, refer to the following one. The rest of the 
Notes which you may meet with in this work, in the course of your practice, which are not to be met with in the two preceding Scales, you will find in the 
following Scale also. ‘ 

CHROMATIC SCALE OF ALL THE NOTES, TO BE REFERRED TO OCCASIONALLY. 
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N. B. Where you see two notes in the same column, as, for instance, D# and Eb in the second column above, they are bath played the same way, though 
_ of different signification. 



WRAGG’S FLUTE INSTRUCTOR. 

A SCALE OF THE DIFFERENT WAYS OF FINGERING MANY OF THE FOREGOING NOTES. 

TO BE REFERRED TO WHEN THE PUPIL IS FAR ADVANCED. 
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The Pupil, before he proceeds any further in the Lessons contained in this work, should first make himself well acquainted with the different musical 
characters, contained in the three following pages. 

FLATS, SHARPS, AND NATURALS. 

There are five characters made use of in music, to denote Semitones, or half Notes ; viz.: a Flat, a Double Flat, a Sharp, a Double Sharp, and a Natural. 

Flats. Double Flats. Sharps. Double Sharps. Naturals. 

ee ee eek _& Be ts E> ee 
(= = —— Bibemimemeak sae aon ania 

A Flat placed before any Note makes that Note half a tone lower ; a Double Flat, two half tones lower; a Sharp makes it half a tone higher ; a Double 
Sharp, two half tones higher; and a Natural reduces any Note, made Flat or Sharp, to its primitive state. 

Flats and Sharps placed at the beginning of any piece of Music, Song, &c., affect all the Notes upon the line or space on which they are placed, through 
the whole piece, above and below, unless contradicted by an accidental Sharp, Flat, or Natural, which only operates in the same Bar where it is placed, unless 
the last Note of’ a Bar, affected by such accidental Sharp, Flat, or Natural, is the same as the first Note in the Bar following, in which case the first Note in 
the following Bar is affected also. 

TIME. 

Time is of such consequence in Music, that, unless you thoroughly understand it, you cannot be said to be a good Musician ; for if you arrive at the utmost 
execution on any instrument, if you want a true and equal Time, you, in fact, might as well not play at all. Time is divided by Bars, and each Bar is divided 
into two, three, four, &c., equal parts, and is called either Common Time or Triple Time. Common Time is divided into a number of equal parts in each Bar, viz. : 
four Crotchets, Quavers, &c.,and is to be known by the following signs, viz. : 5 , 2; the first of which denotes the slowest sort of Common Time ; 
the second, a degree quicker ; and the third and fourth marks denote a quick movement; and they are intended to tell the performer, that the music to which 
they are prefixed contains a Semibreve in each Bar, or as many other Notes as are equal thereto. There is also a sort of Common Time marked 
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qi® 126 
rt containing two Crotchets in a Bar; and four other sorts called Compound Common Time, marke 1S 4? and d: the first containing twelve Crotchets, 

the second twelve Quavers, the third six Crotchets, and the fourth six Quavers, in each Bar. The upper figure denotes the number of Notes in each Bar, 
and the lower the value of each Note, with respect to a Semibreve. 

Triple Time runs in an uneven number of parts in each Bar; as three Minims, Crotchets, Quavers, &c., and is known by the following signs, viz. : 
3 = 

2? and 3. the fixst denoting three Minims in a Bar, and is the slowest; the second three Crotchets, and is a little faster; the last three Quavers, which 
= 

is the quickest. But these different marks are now regulated by technical terms, such as Apacio, Largo, ANDANTE, &c., &c. 

— are eal other sorts of Triple Time, called Compound Triple Time, marked ie and Ee the first containing nine Crotchets, and the last nine 
uavers in a Bar. 

CHARACTERS OF THE NOTES, AND THE PROPORTION THEY BEAR TO EACH OTHER. 

There are six Notes made use of in Music, viz., a Semibreve, Minim, Crotchet, Quaver, Semiquaver, and Demisemiquaver. See their characters. 

1 Semibreve is cae to 2 Minims, or 4 Crotchets, or 8 Quavers, or 16 Semiquavers, or 32 Demisemiquavers. 

neem as so ete == See —_9—8—0—-8—0—_0_8—3-—_5_ -2-8—2- ier 

SS SS Po eee eens ea = — tL __ o—2— sp sss 

i got Le an gee ee ie ee 1) a Sune 
s on Am > ; s 16 — gp Of a Semibreve. 

By the foregoing table you will find that the thirty-two Demisemiquavers are to be played in the time of sixteen Semiquavers, of eight Quavers, of four 
Crotchets, of tWo Minims, or of one Semibreve. But as there cannot be any fixed and absolute durations, for the foregoing Notes, it must be the measure 
and movement of the Piece, Song, &c., that must determine the exact length of the sounds. 

N. B. There is another Note Snare ines made use of in modern Music, called a Quadruple Quaver, and is half the a of a Demisemiquaver ; Sat fas 
four ties, and is but seldom used. 

It often happens that a Lesson, Air, or Song, is interrupted in some part o a sign or signs, called Rests, or Pauses; for the characters and explanation of 
which see the following table : — : 

Semibreve Rest, Minim, Crotchet, Quaver, Semiquaver, Demisemiquaver, Quadruple Quaver. 

ee Se aaa We eo eer] Peel eee Pee as) RS =). gee —— == 

Se ee Fe ee a a ee ee aa SSS —=+ 
— a ae ee ar ee a ire ee EK -/=y cee 
A Bar Rest, 2 Bars, 3 Bars, 4 Bars, 5 Bars, 6 Bars, 7 Bars, 8 Bars, 9 Bars, 10 Bars. 

a ee ee 
So that if you should meet with a Semibreve Rest, you remain silent as long as you would be playing a Semibreve in the piece you are performing; if 

with a Minim, as long as a Minim would take up in playing, and so on for the rest. 
A Point or Dot following any Note or Rest, makes such Note or Rest half as long again as it otherwise would be were there no Dot annexed to it, which 

may be seen in the following Example. 

Dotted Semibreve. Minim. Crotchet. Quaver. Semiquaver. Demisemi. Rests Dotted. 

aot oS SE age eT a ay ae ee eg ao ges Coreg ee es SS ee 

Se be ee ee ea va 2 ie eo 
a ae a SS See ee eee ee eae ce 

8 oO lo) o if ro) 

E fe z ir 'S 
= = 5 = aan 
CJ So Cc) So o 

St i ee Se ——=— — 

—G—p-3B-— @—0—|-@-2-6—|-0-e —9-9-9—|—-e-2-a—|- 
5 7 sa pas sea wd ee -=— =e? a— aa on8 
Eo oa ea Ce 

A double Dot added to a Note or Rest makes either of them three quarters longer. 

A single Stroke or a Bar | drawn across the five lines is to divide the Measure, and to distinguish one Bar from another. 

A double Bar adi is used to dividethe Airs, Songs, &c., into Tonger parts. 
A Repeat « cae: or § signifies that such a part is to be played twice over. 

A Sie — drawn over or under any number of Notes, signifies that the sound is to be continued from one Note to another, tonguing only the first Note 
in each Slur 

4 
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A figure 3 placed over or under any three Notes of the same name, imports that they are to be played in the time of two. 
A figure 6 placed in the same manner, signifies that they are to be played in the time of four. 
A figure 9 signifies that they are'to be played in the time of six of the same kind. ‘ 3 
A Dot with a circular stroke AN signifies a pause on the Note or Rest, over or under which it is placed ; sometimes it is termed a Hold, and sometimes 

shows the final ending of a piece. : . ia - 
Staccato marks, marked thus 1111 or e«- signify that the Notes over which they are placed should be played with spirit and taste, and held only half 

their time; the remaining part being made up by an imaginary Rest between each Note, of half their value. 
A Direct, marked W at the end of the five Lines, is used as a guide for the eye to the first Note in the following Line. 
The letters tr over or under any Note, signify you are to perform a Shake on that Note. 
The letters bt. in like manner, signify you are to perform a Beat on that Note. } ba 
This mark ———— louder by degrees; this ———— gradually softer ; and this ————____ >>> is called a Swell, which is executed by 

beginning quite piano, increasing the strength of tone by degrees, and diminishing it almost imperceptibly toward the end. 
These marks pss = are used as abbreviations, and are explained as under, viz. : 

Written. ee a a So 

Played. | jececnitreaee =e0e0— =eeeeeee =feee- fotcis
ate oe ae sept atetate'e: 

| APPOGIATURAS EXPLAINED. 

een oe Jr eee pea ee prin, oo 
~e--|-Se-0-|- ee ee ee ee Witten. 

~H 

Written: = 

Pans Pi Wane 

Played ea . eae a Sey a ee = mia y a cabelas @ —|— @_- 

CONSTRUCTION OF A SHAKE. 

A Shake being a very great embellishment, I shall not pass it over without a few remarks thereon, more particularly as it 1s so truly necessary to a 
performer desirous of executing with taste and judgment. 
A Simple Shake is only the articulate sound of two Notes put in equal motion. 
A Perfect Shake is composed of three Diatonic Notes ; the first of which is called the Preparative Note, and the two last its Resolution. 
Let us suppose the Note to be shaken to be A; we must in that case prepare the Shake by first sounding B, which is termed the Preparative Note ; then 

the two Notes, A and B, should be put into equal motion, but not so rapidly as to prevent the ear from distinguishing them; this being done, we next come to 
the Resolution of the Shake, which is made by adding two Notes at the conclusion ; and as A was the Note fixed upon to be shaken, G and A must be heard 
at the conclusion of the Shake, and rather slower than the Shake itself ; as in the following example :— ; 
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Shake on AX. Shake on D#. 

JCONSTRUCTION OF A BEAT. 

Beats, as well as Shakes, should be prepared; but with this difference, the Shake isalways prepared from the Note above; the Beat from the Note below, 
and it should have the same progressive motion as the Shake. 

Beat on G4. Beat on AG. 

At the conclusion of a slow movement, and particularly in a Solo, the Beat may be introduced and joined to the Shake itself, with very good effect, and in 
that case it may be termed a Double Shake, bemg composed of the Beat and the Shake ; the construction of which may be seen*below. 

Introduction of the Beat. Explanation. bt. tr Resol. 

ApDacio. 

The Pupil must now go to Page 16. 

—>—. 

Pee ara 

A SCALE OF SHAKES. 

N. B. The figures with (tr) annexed, represent the holes on which the Caden-e is performed, concluding with the finger down ; and the word (off ) agains 
_ any figure, shows that the finger must be off after shaking. 
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= eee Seg ble ple 
ae a ae ie ie i ee es ea eel ae 

Tg eae eee 7 vl —{— — a 
AH Ab | A# | A# | BE | Bp | By as cy | 4 CH Cc# | DH | De | D# 

pha 1 1 tr 1 f& 1 tr 1 tr 1 tr oO o Oo oO C0) 1 oO 1 
LEFT | = 2 tr oO oO oO co) oO 2 tr 2 2 tr | tr 2 off. | tr 2 off. 2 2 2 

Oo Oo 3 3 o 3 oO 3 tr 3 3 tr | tr 3 off | tr 3 off. 3 3 hase 
ee Sere) 

f 0 4 4 4 oO 4 Oo oO tr 4 off. Oo 4 4 4 4 4 

RIGHT. ee O 5 5 5 oO 5 oO C0) tr 5 off. 0) 5 5 5 5 5 

4 oO 6 6 oO 0) 0) co) Ca) 6 oO 6 6 6 6 6 tr 

D: ; KEY. H wean hae |S ae a See el ee Te ap aera ( Rie orey ame ire) ei 

: Pool oe) oO”! ORAS OF! OF) wFlodDei] wel Oe| we Leehy 

bd ir 
ee tae fice _H ye Hs 5 whe a ini Me = 

Fe | et | @p | et | Ab | Ab | Ap 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 fr 2 2 tr 2 

tr 3 tr 3 tr 3 oO 0) oO oO 
Sa ees CE Ss CS | ET CE ee | GN ee TS | Gey CL | GT oa | Ce ee | Ge | GS a | ee | Gs Ms | Cs Ges ey 

4 oO 4 4 tr o tr 4 off. 4 
oO oO Oo oO o tr & of. rt) 
Oo Oo oO OF 0 6 C1) 

|S) Bw ) Bm | Dee Le 

Jom te eb He eet Ane bene 
Hite Bae HO He: a2 eee ee ee 

1 tr 1 tr Oo oO 
i) oO 2 2 
o 3 3 o 

(Ce ee ei cee PER US Re Ee eS | ERR me eo one ee ae | pee eee eee | me ee |e ees ED Rees | eRe | OR ee me a | ee es 

oO 4 4 tr 4 
oO o 5 tr 5 tr 
oO 6 oO 6 tr 

N. B. For those Shakes which interfere with the additional keys, I refer you to the following page. 
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A SCALE OF THOSE SHAKES WHICH INTRODUCE ADDITIONAL KEYS. 

N. B. This Scale will do for a four-keyed as well as a six-keyed flute, by beginning with the second shake, and taking no notice of the two bottom keys 
which are cut by a double line. 

Pe es Lr rae Bowe = gpa sia ie aft Pieetiaes Looig 

ee eee ae ltey ara Jeet tb Ebb —s Bier eae eee pas Peper | Bg 

pie Gi | @# | ee | as | ae 
LEFT. 1 1 1 1 i 

2 2 2 2t 2 2 

A# AND Bb KEY. 7. x) z) ® |r 1|d 
3 3 fr 3 oO 0) 

G+ AND Ab KEY. r'@ re, re) e 

RIGHT. : 8 e ‘ E ‘ - 

E# AND F§ KEY. .) 2) e e e . c ‘e 
6 ie ia oO waa Oo oO pew oO oO oO 

D# AND Eb KEY. ) re) Det mB re) re) re) 

C# AND Db KEY. @tr re) re) re) re) re) [3 
CH KEY. re) 6) re) Or.| 2o io) re) 

tr 

pps thnds tgs els wbyy blag gS. bp Abe ty 

a ele Peaeaineae Pal et ——— 

ps E# Ax 
LEFT a : 

{ 2 2 tr 
A# AND Bh KEY. J ® e re) 

3 oO 

G# AND Ah KEY. ‘° 

RIGHT. oa = 

E# AND F4 KEY. re) x) 

a ie Pg» 
D# AND Eb KEY. re) re) re) 

C# AND Db KEY. Tea je ‘a | > | 
C4 KEY. D 

N. B. For the rest of the shakes, you must refer to the preceding Scale of shakes, which, with the above, includes all the shakes which are useful and 
good on the German flute, from one to six keys. 

Wherever you see the letters tr against a figure or key, that figure or key against which they stand represents the hole on which you are to perform 
your cadence. 
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MODES, GENERALLY TERMED KEYS. 

A piece of Music is not supposed to be a Major or Minor Mode, from the number of Flats and Sharps you see at the beginning, for it frequently happens 
that you see one, two, and three Flats in the Clef, and yet the piece is in a Sharp Key, or Mode. In order, therefore, to determine this, you must always 
refer to the Key Note, which is the last of every piece ; reckoning by Semitones from that to its Third inclusively ; if there should be five Semitones, the 
Air or Lesson is in a Sharp Key, or the Major Mode ; if but four, it is in a Flat Key, or Minor Mode. 

EXAMPLE IN THE KEY OF C MAJOR, AND A MINOR. 

TS aes ee 

Key Note. Its Third. Proof by Semitones. Key Note. Its Third. Proof by Semitones. 

eae |< ea = eee ee ee ff (eee ee 0 ee ae a ee vil ee eee eee aed eee eee ae he Se So fo se aia se am eS 
C Major. Major Third. 1, Qoom 4, 5. A Minor. Minor Third. 1, 2, 3,4 i 

> tH 
Anattentive person may easily perceive by the above example, that the two Notes which form the Minor Third are a Semitone nearer to each other than : 

those which form the Major Third ; and it is by this that you are to determine whether a piece is in the Major or Minor Key. 
The Major Key of C, being the first Major Key on a Flute with additional Keys, (C4 being the lowest Note thereof,) I shall begin with the aforesaid Key, 

or Mode, and give you the name of each interval therein contained. 
creeper 
ae 

ers 

FURTHER ELUCIDATION OF THE MAJOR KEY OF C. 

Whole Tone. Whole Tone. Semitone. Whole Tone. Whole Tone. Whole Tone. Semitone. 

SS SS 
pa —E— Se a Se a SS Se ee eee at 2 ee a Oe 

Ist. 2d. #ad. 4th. 5th. 6th. #7th 8th, or Octave. 

The above eight Notes are separated by seven Intervals, called Semitones, or half Tones; the Interval from the third to the fourth, and also that from 
the seventh to the Octave are Semitones ; the other five, viz., from Cto D; from D to E; from F toG; from G to A; and from A to B, are whole Tones ; 
and, therefore, Notes placed in the order of the above Scale constitute the Diatonic Gender, or that which is composed of Tones and Semitones. 

The Chromatic Gender is composed of Semitones only. 
The above will stand as an Example for all sharp Keys, or Modes ; therefore, whatever Note you think proper to fix on for your Key Note, if in a Sharp 

Key, should have the same Diatonic progression in its octave as the above Key opens to view ; and in order to render it conformable thereto Flats and Sharps 
are introduced accordingly, so as to cause the Semitones to fall between the third and fourth, and the seventh and Octave. 

Here follows a Table of Sharp Keys, whose Octaves are conformable to the foregoing gamut. 

SHARP KEYS. 

ee re = me a ae = est em ates airs = - bere bo 

= ee | eee | eee | eee ee Bb Pe b-a 
€ G D A E B FH “Ck F Bb Eb Ab 

Sharps engender, or are declined by Fifths; so that if there be but one Sharp to a piece of Music it must be F#; if two, F#, and C#; if three, F4#, C#, 
and G# ; if four, F#, C#, G#, and D#, &c., which may be seen in the foregoing Table. 

Flats are declined by Fourths. If one Flat be prefixed to a piece of Music, it must be Bh; if two, Bh, and Ep; if three, Bh, Ep, and Ab, &c., &c. 

MINOR, OR FLAT KEY. 

The order of the Minor differs from the Major, in ascending, only in its Third being Flat; but in descending, the sixth and seventh are made Flat also ; 
which is fully demonstrated in the following Example. Sometimes in descending you will meet with a sharp Seventh. 

MINOR OF A, OR FLAT KEY. 

1 2% p3d. 4. 5. #6th. #7th. 8. Src ibie be, Woataete.: 2. 1. Sometimes thus, 
-o- -a B 

a S222 eee eee eee | 
Ascending. Descending. Descending. 
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Here follows a Table of Minor, or Flat Keys, whose Octaves are conformable to the above gamut. 

PSS Sa See ee] 
A "poled 3 FH. oe . et saemimeey. a 

| | 
1 But with the 
0 C Key, on an 
@® Eight Keyed 
A Flute. 

CO SORAWS CO Atmewe CO Stimews 

Spee ee 
N. B. Never use the F& Key in passing from D to F4, or vice versa; nor from Ef to F§, on any account whatever. 

THE DOUBLE TONGUE. 

The chief difficulty in acquiring this, is in the action and reaction of the tongue against the roof of the mouth, pronouncing at the same time the words Tootle 
Tootle to yourself, and carefully observing to sound the Notes clearly and distinctly ; in order to obtain which, you must practise for a considerable time 
the following Lessons, carefully observing that your tongue and fingers move together, which is very essential. 

LESSON I. 

————_ 
—o_#_e_8 2 2 a eee ee a 

, &c., in the same manner for each four Semiquavers. too too 

SEES | oe a Se ap == | ee SS SS 

Tootle tootle ; the same as the above. too too 
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too 100 ; ; tr 

Ps a i oo a (EIA (Gees | aa ewer Sr 
fee tit eee ge ge ee ———s 

i tootle too too too too 

LESSON II. . 

— OE a i ly ea ee ———_—--- . 0-00-00 -0-- -©_9_|_@ #2 #6 2 (eS A AE A a —————— ee 
SS 

Too tootle too tootle too, éc., in the same manner for each three Quavers. too too 

-0- -9—2_9- 

2222000 S See ————————— 
ea Se ee ff p99 

too too 

mi i i» Se Sg to Bhp 0.9 0.0.97 tig) 2. He if go Bo 1 4. 2 gee: 
Se te eS 

_. 

32S 2 ae ee Fee ae ee ae 
eS ae oe See 

too _too too too too 

A FEW CURSORY REMARKS ON AN EIGHT KEYED FLUTE, 

IN WHICH ARE SHOWN THE ADVANTAGES TO BE DERIVED FROM AN INSTRUMENT. OF THAT DESCRIPTION. 

The more perfect the intonation of any instrument is, the more valuable it becomes. An eight keyed Flute has many advantages in that respect which a five 
or six keyed instrument is deficient in; for which reason, in my opinion, it is preferable to either of the latter. Iam fully aware that it will be said, in answer 
to this assertion of mine, that even a six keyed instrument does not answer so well as a five ; then how should an eight? ‘To such I beg leave to reply, that 
if a Flute is not made with patent keys, their observation may be well founded ; but if, on the contrary, an instrument is made with patent, keys, and care is 
taken in the well fitting them, 1 must entirely disagree with them in their assertion. As a further proof of my opinion respecting an eight keyed Flute 
being well founded, I have played on one of that description a considerable time ; my profession obliges me to carry it with me to different parts of the town, 
by which means it is rendered more liable to accidents, and I never found it out of order. Suffice it to say, that if one key can be made so as to stop closely, 
I am very confident, with great care on the part of the Flute maker, an eight keyed Flute can be made to stop as well ; it is as little liable to injury as a five 
or six keyed one, and at the same time superior, being more perfect. 

A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF AN EIGHT KEYED FLUTE. 

As the space I have allotted will not admit of my entering into a long detail on the subject before us, I hope the few following lines, with the Examples 
annexed, will be found fully sufficient to answer every purpose required. I have endeavored to lay them down in as plain a manner as possible, and I hope 
they will be found of utility to every gentleman who plays on an instrument of the above description. 

The difference between a six and an eight keyed Flute consists, first, in the latter having a Key between the first and second holes, on the same side as the — 
G# Key, which is used generally for the Shake on B4, where C is natural; and also in certain passages of Music which are rendered easier thereby. 
Secondly, in having a long Key on the opposite side of the F4 Key, which is brought up to the middle of the G# Key, and made use of with the little finger 
of the left hand, in those passages which will not admit of the common F& Key; by which means you havea fine FQ in a beautiful Adagio, &c., where, 
(wereit not for the aforesaid long Key,) you must often finger it after the manner of a Flute with only one Key ; by which method of fingering, the intonation, 
to a nice ear, is certainly not so fine. ‘This last mentioned Key is also used with great effect in forming the Resolution to the Shake on F4, in a Key where 
E is flat, and which cannot be performed so well on any other kind of a Flute. All these, without adducing any other, are, I think, yery cogent reasons for 
giving the preference to an eight keyed Flute. 

I shall now proceed to give you a few plain Examples introduced in this work, wherein the two above mentioned Keys are used with propriety and effect; 
and if proper attention is paid to them, they will be found fully sufficient to enable the Pupil to know when tomake use of, and when to reject, the aforesaid Keys. 
N. B. Sometimes the Key for the Shake on B4, where C is natural, is made on the same side of the Flute as the Bh Key ; but being in that case a long 
Key, it is very liable to injury; for which reason I prefer the method as above described. I have seen several of the long Keys, for the last mentioned Shake, 
bent, and also broken, in the unscrewing of the second joint of the Flute, and by being carried in the pocket. 
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AN ORIGINAL AIR, IN WHICH THE LONG FS KEY IS INTRODUCED. 

N. B. Wherever a Figure 2 occurs over an F§, the long Key is used. 

Andante. 2 2 

Gime ce pppttessrst te —= etre etaty ie freaaes 

ee 

=: casera eee Sar aeeis te [See 
een SE NL ars 

-6- ! : 

Sys Zs ee ee ee = a PEs eee G8. See 2 2 ee Se ee = 

Seas S56 ae = Ze 2= ——— SS 
iy 

A RONDO, IN WHICH THE LONG F¥ KEY IS USED. 

2 

=pb= oP p-e- 
ee 

D.C 

N. B. In the following Example, the short extra Key is introduced in the Shake on B§, which is performed by stopping the first hole, and shaking the said 
Key with the third finger of your left hand, concluding with the Key down. 

EXAMPLES WHEREIN THE SHORT EXTRA KEY IS USED IN THE SHAKE ON BE. 

1 
% -8--O 

fee ae 
a Sou" =o 

r 2 oo hy — = — 

9.22.0 © a? | 
—-— i 

In the above Example, wherever a Star is found over a C4, you must stop the first hole of your Flute, and press the short extra Key with the third finger 
of the left hand, which produces the Note. 

> 

* See Duo, 58. 
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AN EXAMPLE WHERE THE LONG F4 KEY IS USED WITH FINE EFFECT IN THE SHAKE ON F4, IN A KEY WHERE E IS FLAT. 

Adagio. 

Suga SPs Stes easense ese eae ieee 
2 2-2 

N. B. This last Example cannot be done with effect on any other kind of Flute. 

DIRECTIONS FOR BEATING TIME. 

A knowledge of this is so essentially necessary to every person who is desirous of playing in concert, that it must not be too long neglected ; it should be 
studied as soon as the Pupil has acquired so much knowledge of his instrument as to be able to play any little easy piece at sight. To attempt it before he 
can do that, would be very absurd ; for instead of facilitating, it would only retard him in his progress. 

I have before observed, that Time is either Common or Triple; consequently there can be but two ways of beating it. In both Common and Triple 
Time the foot goes down at the first Note in every Bar; the difference being in the raising thereof. In Common Time the foot is half up and half down; 
but in Triple Time, where the Music consists of three Minims, Crotchets, Quavers, &c., in a Bar, the foot goes down, as in Common Time, at the first Note, 
and rises at the expiration of two thirds of the Bar, as in the following Example: 

COMMON TIME. 

Vivace. 

PGs." 

ra Presto. : Vee ie “_ -8- a = ae ote Ton ge 
| 99-1 -6-- az =e me mee = se asa 

9 — mosuaauee Ss 
Up down up down up down up down up down up down 

Up down up down up down up down up down up down up downup downup 

N. B. When you meet with these marks, A and 12, you must beat as in this last Example, viz., half down and half up. 

TRIPLE TIME. 

Largo. 

3p 
Gri 
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Presto. pa a 

Ysa aagaz ian eeeeeeeraseeierass=Ea=aa=—— 
Down - up down’ - up down - up down - up 

As I am now drawing near to a conclusion, and must éeave the Pupil to proceed by himself, it 1s necessary to observe to him, that the most certain and 
speedy method of improvement is, at an early period, to acquire a knowledge of Time. ‘To learn which, let me recommend to him to practise only such 
lessons as he is unacquainted with ; being convinced, from long experience, that it is the only means of a speedy i improvement ; for if the Pupil be suffered 
to begin with pieces that are familiar to him, and which, perhaps, if he has a good ear, he can play without the assistance of ‘the Music, he is only losing 
his time and labor ; and he will find, when he comes to pieces which he has not a knowledge of, that he is going to begin what he ought to have been initiated 
in at first. 

I therefore recommend him to practise the following progressive Lessons on the gamut; which, if they are not altogether so pleasing, will, in a short time, 
enable him to have a just idea of Time, and will make smooth the path to pieces more entertaining and of greater consequence. : 

ON THE GAMUT IN D MAJOR. 

Lesson I. Common Time. Count four Crotchets in a Bar. 

= === = a fee ——= Eze pele 2gtell 1234 4 12 34 4 1234 4 1234 4 1234 4 

Lesson II. Count four Crotchets in a Bar. 

Andante. ee oe == IEE 
aie ete Sas -—-7- 4 -— = meee ores See 7 

Se eee clots iieiesss =i ere cc a eae ial ee, oe a= ot 1¢-9-6-¢ 

4 lee yeeet we: 4 1234 4 1234 17:23 (4 ae eae 4 eee eee 

= Lesson III. Count four Crotchets in a ee 

Allegro. A oi ee hi ce r) ; 
—p_-o— rar) s aay Jeaiasi rs op o_ mC Tel See —8-—9—_-8—-8— Bae: = i Se eS Ee 

 sagesateee Pear eeeetenae ieee aaaE se 
1234 ero he) a 1b Bvmedy al Tei 33 4 rary ee DP PRES ee 4 

Lesson IV. Count four Crotchets in a Bar. 

desoiezee ue cio oe ee ee 
— 2) (Jt) 1 = Il Qo ol A Te Lee 4354- w 1 23 4 12 34 

ae Sas _-0--0--0--0- ae 2 --2 2? 2s RgOEEERESIE EY Si 

guerre SE fytrerye™ 
awa 3 4 129 34  SSaee 

= 
a aoe ga’ Ss 

ae aes Sezer eieee s 2 —o ae 

12 3 4 1234 

-0- Fat ee 

aa At Se 
1234 1 2 3 4 1234 #1 2 -.3 4 123 4712 34 Maia ae ee 5 1 2 34 

N. B. The above figures tell you how many to count in each Bar. 
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Compound Common Time. Count two dotted Crotchets in a Bar. 

——— o- == ae =: if: cog ne aoe as 

para ae | Qpcece Yh oe | ges. bas 
(at 

L—e— 

—. -0--0--0 -6 2 oe 
a mie 90 2 @ e- eaten seers 

1 z2— 1 z2— 1 pad = sie eg ad 1 pei, ge mare 

Sees es ae 
Scherzando. 6-2-6 

é Jp aeeae enemas a-0-of 

ee 

<a _—- 

=e as SEES riiaa ie eae eer 

le 
o~ 1 aS) eal 

eee | ee ee ie —Ay- ac. a ere 

= Ss oases 2 SSeS ers ate nae eeiettle Bag 

Common Time. Count four dotted Crotchets in a Bar. 

--@-,-9—.—__ __- —e mie Sasa a arose — Siaee=o oe 
| WP Dae 3 12). ae 3 4 ens i e2ioe 4 Ne Be a 

eae Sanaa 

3.4 a plans Be 

eee 
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¢=S a SS eerie Sas ea = 
| ee eee eee 12.a 3 4 12 3 4 2 12a3 4123 4 123 4 

ee S-9: 6g eg a oS. = 0-0 p- 5-01 P-p-0-P 7-0 Og 
(ge Sa ae f= ae = =e ary ae oe = Oe 

a NS ~ 

| ee es eee 1 2 3 4 ace 1 2 3 12 3 4 12 34 12841234 
= 

dates Srey 0-0 fF eg: era aie ies 
SS ore ee ee = a = 5 

tS, Se oe (ae Ba a 

see Time. Count four Quavers in a Bar. 

: gies eter ee it -2. = = sae 

oT ese — — j—2 1 a a 

Lesson pes a wal 12a 3% Ibis eh al yak Ramey sar I-22 3 Gel 2 3-4 7 Bo ae 
IX ae > 

eae eatin Sot —y-——=—-—— 
¢2—- Sa SSE tall Ff e-26- 

que ie seeiiets rea
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iGad4 1. 1208 4. pa Lae a4 paaad 2a G4 ARB 4 aes 
=e oe ne es we ee =e =fefre-foe=fe- = P-o-t ee e-[e = = =f = sas nee 

gee a See ofa? [ees peat 

e ga sean Count four Crotchets in a Bar. 

__ Maestoso. 

sniageiteesss ig ae See are = ferret 
cts 12 Stic eige 54°13 

: tr 2p 

— —SS= “Sag ppp Ot 9 =e eae 
—#erts Sey fe -F EE ee" Sais lmwearer a a FGFS = 

= a Wale Seo eee pee Oe ee o.0—0_2,* = ie = 
a cere eee =e 4 flee a AG, wereesaeetin Aeeeey 

Ss oe oe eae Eee rete iaeaaeS STE 
12, 4 12 (34-12 od 12 3412 34 1.284 12 8 

9 @ 3 ar es “o—e— 5:1 ees 6 9 Te a) 
FeeeEet ae Peat “fete c. = —— = 

“ Finger this Note by stopping the Ist, 2d, 5th, and 6th, holes, D# Key up. 
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Common Time. Count four Quavers in a Bar. 

(2 teres Sot feeeno ge ee ace ———  —— —— 
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Goto e =e 255 er 

4 a= Sees aan e sae 
“3a ose naa aa at ae 128-5 4 $1994. ~ 123 4 1234 1234 

SS —— aS2°S geo e 
KEY OF D MAJOR, F#, AND C# IN THE CLEF. 

PRELUDIO. 

a ae! \ oes 

a7 — hd ite: o "SY ea ABP“ ne =e 53 = Bee 

eS See a ae ae ce a —— sae at 
= a Zee “p-p—p-p—"- rae ca Pea, o—_-—S Bp tt pe Pol? 2e-p 
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oe elle, rae -as ise s 
ie Pari —8_9- aay —@— tA 2 eee 2 ie 

ier oie sae Perea tetas lace seeeceeaee 
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HUNTING PIECE. 
J. WRAG 
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J. WRAGG. 
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=e tee setae ge sete Hise: Sa ee ere pepe ee 

pase: icp ere terse SS 5S : 
WAL TZ. 

(aE ss atthe eee lies = Sze. 
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2 eee os Cea 
(Pee eee ripe ee eae | 
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NEW LA CHASSE. 
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eS epee ae a
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tee Sess 
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ar Soe a ieee ra —~ pete 6-0-6 0) 9 Oe & 
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<< sa e 3 Bar mitte — the second time. 
[4] 
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a WRAGG. 
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: 1 

oe 

es Pete age Ot me 

acm — —s7>— —- eee o-®e} Es a — 

ae aa mm ES eats are p= =e so5) Bia 2 

= 229 ere oe ee A es a ey Lee teen ee fr 0 

pp : 
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pestathaytibsis. eee a oe-ee = = 
NEW GRAND MARCH. 

_(28 sigempeltt 
DUO XII. Maestoso 

a a soy a ig eres Sy nts a DERE eee Soe a at ean BS 
ai mp eee = ar saa Ser © 

(esas fees —9—~—— = = 4 
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a 
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RONDO. 
x” ~ay-570- cee 2-9- 2 578-2 —~S om 2 an nell =p-8 iz = ete 
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eo aE = 3 65 fe = a fetter eee tS eel 
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>! -o- = 

ge = —— = cae 
freee eee oae 

AWS spit cree Geter 0-0-0) cee. AGO p10 P00 
— eee aa eas a = == ttt =e 

poor 2a ete Es es = > 
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pele Se eee gy 
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= 
DUO XV. 

ae Wed 

Spas aea2 

———— 

eet =e spies zee ——-@——1-5——-e— 
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(G3 aoe eae See ype = ere pee: Heel Se All | 
| pomoniiths ee 

RONDO 

~ eae = Stee gu es fires =e sere 
sept gE ze 2: [pe ten a 

Spirito 

= Sear = fies eS sete soi Ret Tel — 

0° 29-40 @ a; aot 

ia oa eve ee Ea 

—|-"_@,—" 8,0 o = oe 

SSsae ei se ES ee Fee see ee aa 

p= cae =e eS SSeS a 

\ 
\ eee ae TE par =. = = ae tea i a i 

— ——a 

aaa —> Ee ae ane pete = Ik 
ROMANCE. 

J. WRAGG. 

pe eka ee =asee ga owe A Ee ee ee 
= a7 x __ 1 g-26|_ @— ae aaa 1. 6. A 

a gees ese ee Ss ee 
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* Finger ail stoppi aprugelersel and 5th holes, D sharp Key up. 
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fea ates tee ee ee 
aN Test 

Ve IES aS 

I am now going to introduce the Learner into another Key, called the Key of G Major; and the only difference in this and the preceding Key is, in 
there being only F sharp in the Clef, consequently every C must now be played Natural, viz: by stopping the 2nd, 4th, oth and 6th holes, pressing at the 
same time the D sharp Key with the little finger of the right hand, which Key is next to the sixth hole of your Instrument. 

KEY OF G MAJOR, F7 IN THE CLEF. 

Te ES cee 

pujtereee, aot? te 
a 

(ee saatietiee cece a 
J. WRAGG. 

as See eS ee eee eee Ee 
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— eS Ei ieee tee 
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ee ee male @ @: 
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The next key I shall introduce to the learner is the key of C Major, or natural key, from its following more closely the 
order of nature. The last key had F# in the clef, which is now omitted; consequently every F must here be played natural 
instead of sharp; which is fingered by stopping the first, second, third, ‘fourth, and fifth holes of your flute, pressing at the 
same time the F's key with the third finger of the right hand, which key i 1S placed between the fifth and sixth holes of your 
instrument. If you also press with your little finger the D# key at the same time, it will make the note more sonorous; but 
this may be omitted in quick passages. If your flute have not the additional keys, you must refer to the chromatic scale for 
the said F', both above and below; but if on the contrary, for the highest F'4 refer to the scale of notes affected by the ad- 
ditional keys. 

KEY OF C MAJOR, OR NATURAL KEY. 
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Now, pupil, with the utmost deference to you, having taken you through a series of lessons in the key of Cy, I am going 
to introduce you, in my opinion, to the sweetest and most melodious key on the flute, which is the key of F Major, Bb in the 
clef. All that you have to attend to now is, to play every B flat, instead of natural; which is done by stopping the first and 
second holes of your flute, and pressing the thumb key with your left hand, which serves for the Bb both above and below. 
Should your instrument have only one key, refer to the chromatic scale for the Bb. 

KEY OF F MAJOR, Bb IN THE CLEF. 
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Should the student find the following Duo too difficult, I refer him to the Supplement and Appendix for more pieces in the 
same key. 

This Lesson is intended for the C natural key below. 

N. B. The small notes must be played, if your Flute has not the C natural key. 
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We are now going into two flats, called the key of Bb, or Major of Bb. The foregoing key had only one fiat in the clef, 
which fell on B, but now, if you refer to the clef, you will fd an additional flat, which falls on E ; you must, therefore, play 
every E flat, as well as the Bb; which Eb is made by stopping the six holes of your flute, and pressing the D# (or Eb) key 
ath the little finger of your right hand. This serves for the lower Eb and its octave; but for the highest Eb, refer to the 
chromatic scale. 

MAJOR OF B FLAT, Bh AND Eb IN THE CLEF. 
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You are now going into the key of E flat. I recommend you to look at the clef, where you will find Bb, Eb, and Ab; 

which is one flat more than you had in your last key. You must now play every A flat ; which is done by stopping the first, 
second, and third holes of your flute, and pressing at the same time the Ab key with the little finger of your left hand; which 
key is situated between the third and fourth holes of your instrument. This will serve for the lower Ab and its octave above ; 
but for the highest Ab, refer to the chromatic scale. If your flute has not the additional keys, you must refer to the chro- 
matic scale for every Ab. 

MAJOR OF E FLAT; Bb, Eb, AND Ab IN THE CLEF. 
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Before I take leave of the flat keys, | must introduce you to the key of Ab major, having four flats marked at the clef, viz. 
Bb, Eb, Ab, and Db; being one flat more than in the preceding key, and which falls on the D. You must now play every 
D flat.” For the lowest Db, refer to the scale of notes affected by the additional keys; and for the middle and upper Db, 
refer to the chromatic scale, 

MAJOR OF A FLAT; Bb, Eb, Ab, AND Db IN THE CLEF. 
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As I presume the pupil is well acquainted with two sharps, (it being the first key he learnt,) he has only to refer to the 
clef, where he will fd G marked sharp; which is fingered by stopping the first, second, and third holes, pressing at the 
same time the G# key with the little finger of the left hand. For a one-keyed flute, refer to the chromatic scale for Gt. 

MAJOR OF A; F#, C#, AND G# IN THE CLEF. 
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The difference between the foregoing key and the following is, in the D being marked sharp in the clef, which is made by 
stopping the six holes, and pressing with the little finger of the right hand the D# key, being that just below the sixth hole. 
For the middle D# and upper one refer to the chromatic scale. 

MAJOR OF E; F#, C#, G#, AND D# IN THE CLEF. 
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For the benefit and improvement of those gentlemen who are studious, I shall now introduce the key of B major, five sharps 

in the clef; which is one more than in the preceding key, and which falls on A. You must now finger every A sharp, by 

stopping the first and second holes, pressing at the same time the A# key with the thumb of your left hand. For a one- 

keyed flute, refer to the chromatic scale for A‘. 

MAJOR OF B; FH, C#, Gt, D#, AND A# IN THE CLEF. 
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